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adopted by industry. One reason is that such fault
localization algorithms rely on huge information of both
passed and failed executions to provide sufficient data for
statistical analysis and in practice, to obtain a small amount
of the failed cases may usually require executing a large
number of executions. Secondly, in the software debugging
and repairing process, when faults are disclosed and fixed
continuously, it becomes more and more difficult to locate
the remaining faults effectively, efficiently, and accurately.
Thirdly, the accurate positioning of the hidden faults usually
tends to be a hard job, as hidden faults often cause few
software failures. How to accurately locate software faults
with few failed execution information becomes an urgent
task in the research of automated software debugging.
Existing studies showed that many existing statistical
fault localization techniques ignored the organizational
structure of the test suites. In the literature [9], the authors
referred the proportion of the failed and the passed sets of
test cases as test case category ratio. For different such ratios,
they conducted in-depth research with experiments to show
that spectrum-based fault localization techniques tend to
exhibit better localization capability with a more balanced
test suite, that is, having identical number of passed and
failed test cases, as input. However, how to construct a
balanced test suite is unknown.
From a theoretical point of view, this paper proposes to
clone the failed test cases to construct a balanced test suite,
and analyzes the impact of such a method when applied to
different fault localization techniques. The main contribution
of this paper includes (1) to propose a strategy to construct a
balanced test suite, and (2) to analyze its impact on different
fault localization techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the related work. Section 3 gives the cloning strategy to
construct a balanced test suite and analyzes its impact on
representative fault localization techniques, starting from the
theoretical point of view. Section 4 summarizes and gives the
future work.

Abstract—Statistical fault localization techniques analyze the
dynamic program information provided by executing a large
number of test cases to predict fault positions in faulty
programs. Related studies show that the extent of imbalance
between the number of passed test cases and that of failed test
cases may reduce the effectiveness of such techniques, while
failed test cases can frequently be less than passed test cases in
practice. In this study, we propose a strategy to generate
balanced test suite by cloning the failed test cases for suitable
number of times to catch up with the number of passed test
cases. We further give an analysis to show that by carrying out
the cloning the effectiveness of two representative fault
localization techniques can be improved under certain
conditions and impaired at no time.
Keywords- Software debugging; fault localization; class
imbalance

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the process of software development, it is very hard to
thoroughly avoid the appearance of software defects in final
releases. As a result, a large number of software developers
have been working to improve the quality and reliability of
software. Manual debugging is helpful in finding out faults
in the early stage of software developing activities. However,
with the rapid development and the spread of software, the
scale and complexity of software have increased
dramatically. At the same time, the problems caused by
software faults grow even more quickly, and the efficacy and
efficiency of manual debugging are no longer applicable.
In the realistic software testing process, to find faults in a
program is usually a time-consuming and labor-intensive
work. Software developers have been committed to the
automated or semi-automated fault localization method.
Many fault localization methods have been proposed, of
which one class, having considerable accuracy and the ease
to apply, the spectrum-based fault localization, has attracted
extensive attentions [1-8]. This class of techniques obtains
the execution information by executing a large number of
test cases, and uses correlation algorithms to estimate the
extent of suspiciousness of each executable program unit. All
the suspicious program units are ranked into a list
accordingly, in a manner to facilitate the locating of faults in
a faulty program.
So far there is no spectra-based fault localization
algorithm, which can perfectly satisfy real-life requirements
in software development practice or has been extensively
978-0-7695-5039-8/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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II.

RELATED WORK

According to the IEEE 729-1983 standard, software
defects are existing errors, fault, and other problems, in the
software product development or maintenance process. A
fault localization task is to locate the root cause of software
defects in source code. At present, software fault location
technologies include slicing-based fault localization, model-
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failed test cases. Cloning the failed test cases for උುಷඏ െ ͳ
times, so that the synthesized test suite contains P passed test
cases and  ܨᇱ (؆P) failed test cases, where  ܨᇱ represents the
number of failed test cases after cloning
Our research question in this paper is as follows.
[Research Problem] Will a fault localization technique
benefit from the above cloning strategy, in terms of fault
localization effectiveness?
In the next section, we will visit two representative fault
localization techniques and give analytical investigation. The
analysis in this paper is based on the following assumptions.
(1) The program execution over each failed test case always
exercises the faulty statement. (2) The target faulty program
contains only one faulty statement.

based fault localization, spectrum-based fault localization,
and so on. Among them, the spectrum-based fault
localization forms an extremely big family [1][4][6][8].
Spectrum-based fault localization techniques are
influenced by the characteristics of test suite, say the extent
of class balance for passed and failed test cases, which is
expressed by the ratio of the number of failed test cases and
that of passed test cases in a test suite [9]. In recent years, the
test suite reduction techniques, paid much extensive attention
by relevant researchers, attempt in a sense of higher fault
localization accuracy to reduce the size of test suite. Hao et
al. [10] and related studies have suggested that it can
effectively improve the efficiency of fault localization
algorithms, by cutting similar test cases and reducing
information redundancy. The literature [11] also comes to
similar conclusions. However, there are related studies that
reached contrary conclusions. In the literature [12], with ten
test suite reduction methods, by comparing four fault
localization techniques, Jones et al. concluded that current
test suite reduction techniques can reduce the efficiency of
fault localization techniques.
Gong et al. [9] empirically showed that a test suite
containing approximately identical numbers of passed and
failed test cases can mostly favor existing fault localization
techniques. This paper targets at giving analytical study to
consolidate this point.
III.

B. Definitions
The rest of the paper uses the following symbols:
y The symbol ݅ represents a statement.
y The symbol  ݐrepresents the faulty statement.

y The symbol ܽ
denotes the number of failed test cases
that exercise the statement ݅.

denotes the number of failed test cases
y The symbol ܽ
that do not exercise the statement ݅.

denotes the number of passed test
y The symbol ܽ
cases that exercise the statement ݅.

denotes the number of passed test
y The symbol ܽ
cases that do not exercise the statement ݅.
y The symbol ݎ denotes the rank of the statement ݅ in
the generated ranked list, which is got by sorting all the
statements in order of their calculated suspiciousness
score. Here, ݎ  ݎ௧ denotes that the rank of the
statement ݅ is higher than that of the faulty statement
ݐ.ݎ ൌ ݎ௧  denotes that the rank of the statement ݅ is
equal to that of the faulty statement t.ݎ ൏ ݎ௧ denotes
that the rank of the statement ݅ is lower than that of the
faulty statement t.
To ease the presentation, we define the following terms.
y ܵ denotes the set of statements which suspiciousness
scores are greater than that of the faulty statement t.
y ܵி denotes the set of statements which suspiciousness
scores are equal to that of the faulty statement t.
y ܵ denotes the set of statements which suspiciousness
scores are less than that of the faulty statement t.

OUR METHOD AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we firstly outline the problems of class
imbalance of test suite briefly, and after that give the cloning
strategy, which construct a test suite with balanced class ratio
by cloning the failed test cases. Finally, we select two
representative fault localization techniques, Jaccard and
Wong2, and give an analytical study on the impact of the
cloning strategy on their fault localization effectiveness.
A. Problem Setings
Given a program Q, a software testing process starts with
a given test suite W, the test cases in which are categorized
into two groups, passed set and failed set, according to
whether the execution of Q over that test case produces an
expected output. Here, we use P to represent the size of
passed test cases, and let F represent the size of failed test
cases. Using the coverage information of Q with respect to
each passed or failed test case as input, a fault localization
technique is expected to predict the suspicious statement that
relates to program faults.
It is known that failed test cases are often less than
passed test cases (denoted as F<<P in this paper) in real-life
scenario [9]. And previous studies showed that many fault
localization techniques manifest low fault localization
effectiveness with such imbalanced class ratio (F<<P). A
straightforward idea is to construct a test suite with balanced
class ratio. To know the impact of such a balanced test suite
on fault localization, we in this paper propose a simplest
solution as follows.
[Cloning Strategy] In the development process of
software testing, software developers proposed a lot of
cloning strategy. We chose the strategy—cloning entire

C. Theoretical analysis
In this section, we select two representative and simplest
fault localization techniques, Jaccard and Wong2, as
examples to analyze the impact of applying our cloning
strategy to improve fault localization effectiveness of fault
localization techniques. In addition, some other techniques
are also suitable for the strategy, such as Ochiai, Tarantula,
Wong1, CBI etc.
The Jaccard algorithm
The suspiciousness formula of Jaccard is as follows:
݀ݎܽܿܿܽܬሺ݅ሻ ൌ
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We next construct the function T to compare the
suspiciousness of a statement i and the faulty statement t.
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=yę[0, P], and ܽ
=zę[0, P],
where x and F are variables, and y and z are constants. So,
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We define the following term to simplify our discussion.
f(x, F) =ܨሺ ݔെ ܨሻ   ݖݔെ ݕܨ
(3.1)
After applying the cloning strategy, the test suite is
changed, and we can apply the formula Jaccard(i) to recalculate T. This time, we use T' to stand for the new value
of T after applying the cloning strategy. The value of y and z
are not changed, while x and F are changed to  ݔᇱ ൌ ܿݔǡ  ܨᇱ ൌ
ܿ ܨin T'. We assume the size of failed test suite after cloning
is c ę 
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It means, before cloning, the statement i belongs to set ܵ ,
and after cloning belongs to set ܵ ǡ ܵி or ܵ .
In summary, under the following certain conditions, the
effectiveness of Jaccard can be improved by applying the
cloning strategy.
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there exist certain such kind of statements that belong to set
ܵி before cloning and belong to set ܵ after cloning.
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We define the following term to simplify our discussion.
(3.2)
g(x, F) =cF(x-F)+xz-Fy
To know which set of SA, SF or SB statement i belongs to,
we follow three rules. 1) If f(x,F)<0 => ݎ ൏ ݎ௧ , the
statement ݅ belongs ܵ set. 2) If f(x,F)=0 => ݎ ൌ ݎ௧ , the
statement ݅ belongs ܵி set. 3) if f(x,F)>0, ݎ  ݎ௧ , the
statement ݅ belongs ܵ set. So we have the following two
judgments.
a) When xz-Fy<0, from formula (3.1), we know that
f(x,F)<0 => ݎ ൏ ݎ௧ ; according to formula(3.2), we know that
g(x,F)<0 => ݎ ൏ ݎ௧ . So we can safely conclude that before
cloning, the statement ݅ belongs to set ܵ , and after cloning,
it still belongs to set ܵ .
b) When xz-Fy=0, our analysis consists of two parts.
i) If x=F, from formula (3.1), we know that f(x,F)=0 =>
ݎ ൌ ݎ௧ ; according to formula (3.2), we know that g(x,F)=0 =>
ݎ ൌ ݎ௧ . So we can safely conclude that before the cloning
action, the statement ݅ belongs to set ܵி , and after that, it still
belongs to set ܵி .
ii) If x<F, from formula (3.1), we know that f(x,F)<0 =>
ݎ ൏ ݎ௧ ; according to formula (3.2), we know that g(x,F)<0 =>
ݎ ൏ ݎ௧ . So we can safely conclude that before the cloning
action, the statement ݅ belongs to set ܵ , and after the copy, it
still belongs to set ܵ .
c) When xz-Fy>0, our analysis consists of two parts.
i) If x=F, from formula (3.1), we know that f(x,F)>0
=> ݎ  ݎ௧ ; according to formula (3.2), we know that
g(x,F)>0 => ݎ  ݎ௧ . So we can safely conclude that before
the cloning action, the statement ݅ belongs to set ܵ , and
after that, it still belongs to set ܵ .
ii) If x<F, according to formula (3.1), we know that,

{i |ܿ 
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certain such kind of statements that belong to set ܵ before
cloning and belong to set ܵ after cloning.
The Wong2 algorithm
The suspiciousness formula of Wong2 is as follows:
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െ ܽ

We next construct the function T to compare the
suspiciousness of a statement ݅ and the faulty statement ݐ.
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We let ܽ
=xę[0, F], ܽ
=yę[0, P] and ܽ
=zę[0, P],
where x and F are the variables, and y and z are constants
ܶ ൌ ݔെݕെܨݖ
(3.3)
After applying the cloning strategy, the test suite is
changed, and we can apply the formula Wong2(i) to recalculate T. This time, we use T' to stand for the new value
of T after applying the cloning strategy. The value of y and z
are not changed, while x and F are changed to  ݔᇱ ൌ ܿݔǡ  ܨᇱ ൌ
ܿ ܨin T'. We assume the size of failed test suite after cloning
is c ę 
that of before and get

ܶ ᇱ ൌ ܿ ݔെ  ݕെ ܿ ܨൌ ܿሺ ݔെ ܨሻ െ  ݕ ݖ

(3.4)

To know which set of SA, SF or SB statement i belongs to,
we follow three rules. 1) If T'<0 => ݎ ൏ ݎ௧ , the statement ݅
belongs ܵ set. 2) If T'=0 => ݎ ൌ ݎ௧ , the statement ݅ belongs
ܵி set. 3) If T'>0, ݎ  ݎ௧ , the statement ݅ belongs ܵ set. So
we have the following two judgments.
a) When x=F, from the formula (3.3) and the formula
(3.4), we can get:

ܿܽͳ݁ݏǣ ݂݅ሺݔǡ ܨሻ  Ͳ ֜ݎ  ݎ௧
݂ሺݔǡ ܨሻ ൌ ܨሺ ݔെ ܨሻ   ݖݔെ  ݕܨ Ͳ

֜
൝݃ሺݔǡ ܨሻ ൌ ܿܨሺ ݔെ ܨሻ   ݖݔെ ݕܨ
ܿͳ

֜
݃ሺݔǡ ܨሻ ൏ Ͳ

݂݅ܶ  Ͳ ൌ ܶ ᇱ  Ͳ
ቐ݂݅ܶ ൌ Ͳ ൌ ܶ ᇱ ൌ Ͳ
݂݅ܶ ൏ Ͳ ൌ ܶ ᇱ ൏ Ͳ

It means the category the statement i belonging to before
and after applying the cloning strategy is unchanged.
b) When x<F, our analysis consists of two parts.
i) If  => ݎ  ݎ௧ , from the formula (3.3) and the
formula (3.4), we know that

It means before cloning, the statement i belongs to set
ܵ ܵி , and after cloning belongs to set ܵ
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ܶ ൌ  ݔെ  ܨ  ݖെ  ݕ Ͳ

֜൝ܶ ᇱ ൌ ܿሺ ݔെ ܨሻ െ  ݕ  ݖ
ܿͳ

֜ ܶ ᇱ ൏ Ͳ

a technique, we follow previous studies (such as [13]) to
mark the directly infected statement or an adjacent
executable statement as the fault position, and apply the
above metrics [14]. For simple fault programs, we have
already proved this conclusion in theory, so there is no need
for experimental verification.
The work in this paper will be improved in two steps. (i)
The similar process of analysis will be conducted on similar
formulas by using other cloning strategy. (ii) The similar
process of analysis will be conducted under the multi-fault
assumption

It means before cloning, the statement i belongs to set
ܵ ܵி , and after cloning belongs to set ܵ .
ii) If T>0 => ݎ  ݎ௧ , according to the formula (3.3) and
the formula (3.4),we know that,
ܶ ൌ  ݔെ  ܨ  ݖെ  ݕ Ͳ
ܶ ᇱ ൌ ܿሺ ݔെ ܨሻ െ  ݕ ݖ
൞
ൌ ሺܿ െ ͳሻሺ ݔെ ܨሻ   ݔെ  ܨ  ݖെ ݕ
ܿͳ
ݕെݖ
ᇱ
݂݅ۓሺͳ ൏ ܿ ൏  ݔെ  ܨሻܶ  Ͳ ൌ  ݎ  ݎ௧ 
ۖ

ݕെݖ
ሻܶ ᇱ ൌ Ͳ ൌ  ݎ ൌ ݎ௧
֜ ݂݅ሺܿ ൌ
ݔെܨ
۔
݂ۖ݅ሺܿ   ݕെ  ݖሻܶ ᇱ ൏ Ͳ ൌ   ݎ൏ ݎ

௧
ە
ݔെܨ
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It means before cloning, the statement i belongs to set
ܵ , and after cloning belongs to set ܵ ǡ ܵி or ܵ .
In summary, under the following certain conditions, the
effectiveness of Wong2 can be improved by applying the
cloning strategy.
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This conditions means there exist certain such kind of
statements that belong to set  before cloning and belong to
set  after cloning.
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}. This conditions means there exist certain

such kind of statements that belong to set ܵ before cloning
and belong to set ܵ after cloning.
D. Summary
From the theoretical analysis in section 3, we draw the
following conclusions. (1) By applying the cloning strategy
on the Jaccard and Wong2 algorithms, their fault localization
effectiveness can be improved under certain conditions. (2)
By applying the cloning strategy on the Jaccard and Wong2
algorithms, their effectiveness will never be impaired.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The effectiveness of spectrum-based fault localization
techniques can be affected by the number of passed and
failed test cases. Previous studies shown that a balanced test
suite, which means containing approximately identical
number of passed test cases and failed test cases, can mostly
increase the fault localization effectiveness of such
techniques.
In this paper, we propose a cloning strategy to produce a
balanced test suite and from a theoretical perspective,
analyze the impact of such a cloning strategy on two
representative techniques Jaccard and Wong2. We show that
applying the cloning strategy on the two techniques will
improve, or preserve at least, their fault localization
effectiveness.
If a fault is in a non-executable statement ( such as the
case of a code omission fault), to reflect the effectiveness of
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